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If your house recently underwent a big flood or pipe leak, odds are that in addition to the water
damage to the flooring, the walls have also been affected. Generally, water damage on a wall can
be easily spotted. There are instances, nonetheless, that the damage is not visible and will remain
undetected by the typical homeowner until itâ€™s too late.

If the leak or flood went into a room, the whole floor area will be under the water, which will then
trigger vertical wicking in the walls. The amount of wicking will depend on many factors, such as
how high the water level went up and the material of the wall and its assembly. If your residence is
constructed with drywalls, then you can count on a big issue. Drywalls are very absorbent for the
reason that its core is made of gypsum and its sides are constructed from cardboard-like material.

Drywalls are fundamentally permeable. In case of a leak or flood, both sides of the drywall will
invariably look wet regardless of how long you dry them. This is due to the fact that the interior part
is still keeping water and evaporation is practically impossible from the inside. Sometimes, both
sides of the drywall may look dry, but the inside is still storing water, eventually weakening the
stability of the drywall.

For a professional in water damage mitigation, the process of rebuilding your drywall begins with
finding out the degree of the deterioration. There are several tools that may be used for this. Non-
invasive devices including moisture meters and infrared imaging cameras are among those typically
utilized by professionals.

As soon as the remediation expert has assessed the level of the damage, he can consequently get
started on the drying process by using several drying machines. If the wall has no insulation, drying
can be executed without removing the baseboard or drilling openings on the wall. The Palm Beach
water damage restoration expert will work with an equipment known as an air mover to dry the wall.

One more important wall drying tool is the dehumidifier, which minimizes the level of humidity in the
walls and helps stop the growth of mold. Most water damage remediation professionals will have
their own dehumidifiers, yet for heavy wall deterioration, you might need to rent commercial-grade
dehumidifiers from a specialized mold removal company Palm Beach locals depend on.

You can effortlessly locate a Palm Beach water damage company that can get the job done for you.
For a list of other water damage restoration reports, please check out
therestorationresource.com/Water_Damage_Restoration.html.
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